USB QUIZBOX
2 TEAMS OF 4 WITH LIGHTS
USE WITH OR WITHOUT A PC
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USB QUIZBOX
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The quizbox shows who responded first out of 8 quizzers, locks everyone else out, and sounds a tone. There are
lights on both sides of the quizbox, so the quizzers, as well as the quizmaster, can see who responded first. If used
without a PC, it works just fine as a basic quizbox, and can be quite handy for quick practices. An AC adapter is
provided for this purpose. When used without a PC, a 32 second timer automatically starts when someone
responds, allowing 2 seconds to recognize the quizzer and 30 seconds to complete the answer.
When connected to a PC, it adds the features shown in the screen shot above: Quizzer display, Team names, Team
scores, the Question number, and the Timer. The quizbox is powered by the PC in this mode. If your PC has the
capability to run a second monitor, the display can be projected to a large screen. Note: special instructions are
required for loading the program on Windows 8.
The quizbox will work with handpads (slap switches) or pendant (handheld) switches.
Warranty: 2 years on the quizbox and quizzer switches, except for abuse or user modification; 90 days on the
adapter and cables. No workmanship is involved on my part, and I can’t control how you treat them.

Price List

7/1/17*

Whole system - quizbox, software, 8 switches, cables, adapter, shipping.
Optional Briefcase carrying case
Individual / replacement parts
Quizbox, AC Adapter and Software
Handpads or pendant switches, each
Quad cables, each
AC Adapter
Shipping and Handling

$325.00
$37.00
$160.00
$16.00
$10.00
$12.00
Typically $20.00

* Note: If this pricelist is more than one year old, please get an updated list. MN residents add 6.875% sales tax.
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Steve Kirkman
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